Transportation committee
Meeting minutes
Date:

Mar. 2, 2017

Present:

Ludovic Chikli, COO, LFS
Jean-François Lamy, Head of Elementary, LFS
Fabrice Fröhlig, Support Services Manager, LFS (reporting)
James Qu, Bus Manager, Eurocampus
Eric Lanzi, Education Counselor, LFS
Cynthia Orsa, Primaire Vie Scolaire, LFS
Robin Saby, Parents Representative, LFS
Sandrine Dransart, Parents Representative, LFS
Emilie Lacoste, Parents Representative, LFS
Mahsa Imani, Teachers Representative, LFS
Christine Leang, Teachers Representative, LFS
Esther Devillers, Students Representative, LFS
Mathieu Gillin, Students Representative, LFS
Tino Stöveken, Head of Administration, DSS
Christoph Waldhuber, Vice Head of Corricular Activities (DSS)
Ms. Weiss, Parents Representative (DSS)
Ms. Kaiser, Parents Representative (DSS)
Mr. Wang, Team Manager, Donghu Transportation Company
Mr. Dai, Team Manager, Donghu Transportation Company
Ms. Zhang, Attendants Supervisor, Donghu Transportation Company

Absent:

Samuel Jourdan, Head of Secondary, LFS
Julien Bares, Parents Representative, LFS

Agenda :
1. Overview of the LFS satisfaction survey of Dec. 2016
2. Update on security matters
3. New reporting tools and reports from Dec. To Mar. 2017
4. Optimization of the network
5. Rules to create assembly points
6. Bus monitoring system
7. Q&A

Development:
1. Overview of the LFS satisfaction survey of Dec. 2016

At this point, several opinions are formulated.
One of them, regarding the lower satisfaction rate of crews, is that attendants need more
training. This is noted and forwarded to the transportation supplier.
Fabrice Fröhlig also adds one remark about a question asked in the past, regarding the general
satisfaction of the transportation service: is it possible to lower pollution levels onboard, by
equipping the vehicles with pollution filters, as done by the French school in Beijing? After
investigating, it appears that there is no such system, but that the normal ventilation lowers the
PM2.5 levels. After conducting tests, it appears that roughly 20 points are gained after 10
minutes. It is thus recommended to drivers to turn on the ventilation on polluted days.

2. Update on security matters
This emergency procedures are common for both schools.

Fabrice Fröhlig notes that an emergency training, requested for a long time, has been approved
and is under way for LFS. It is planned to train pupils before the end of the school year, and do it
at every start of the school year. The program should be the same for DSS.
Robin Saby, Mahsa Imani and Esther Devillers note that older pupils could be train to take
charge, in case of an emergency. This is noted.

Robin Saby asks who will take charge of evacuation trainings. Several actors of the
transportation system should be included: the school employees, as well as the local authorities.
Mr. Saby also requests that the evacuation times are recorded, in order to monitor the
performance. This is noted and will be done.

3. New reporting tools and reports from Dec. To Mar. 2017

4. Update of assembly points and optimization of the network

5. Rules to create assembly points

Christine Leang asks if it would be possible to add stops without considering rotations (i.e. the
fact that 3pm buses have to be back at school at 5pm to pick up other pupils).
Unfortunately, this is not possible if we are to provide a service at the current price.

6. Bus monitoring system

Robin Saby notes that the app could be more useful to parents leaving far from the school. This
raises the question of delimitating different zones, and paying accordingly.
This is noted, but is ultimately a Euroboard decision.

7. Q&A
a. Esther Devillers: “Can the LFS OIB students have a bus going to the French
concession at 6:30pm?”
Fabrice Fröhlig: Question noted. This will be studied.
b. Mahsa Imani: “The driver of bus 44 has gathered negative feedback lately. What
are the schools doing regarding her case?”
Fabrice Fröhlig: Her attitude has been reported, and she has been called for a formal
interview. A joint written complaint has been sent to the supplier by LFS and DSS.
c. Esther Devillers: “Can the buses at 5pm avoid leaving too early?”
James Qu: This should have been mended and improved. We will continue to make
sure that buses leave sharply at 5:05pm.
d. Esther Devillers: “Can we have an attendant of the month?”
Fabrice Fröhlig: Noted.

The next meeting is set for May/June 2017. The date will be confirmed ASAP.

